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Newsom shares gun control message
2018 gubernatorial candidate tells
crowd at Brady Campaign event he
wants to restrict ammunition sales
By PAUL PAYNE
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

Gavin Newsom had a confession to make. California’s lieutenant governor doesn’t carry a driver’s license, he told about 200 people gathered Friday night at the Graton casino.
The subtle luxury that comes with being the
second-highest politician in the state turned into
a liability when Newsom walked into a drugstore

and tried to buy Sudafed cold medicine.
The store wouldn’t sell it to him, citing state drug
laws requiring identification for such a purchase.
“But interestingly, you can buy ammunition
anywhere,” the former San Francisco mayor told
gun control supporters Friday night.
Unlike those purchasing over-the-counter medicine in California, people who buy bullets are
not required to show identification, creating what
Newsom says is a huge potential for gun violence.
And surprisingly, he said, ammunition sellers
also aren’t required to be licensed.
The 2018 gubernatorial candidate told the crowd
it’s one of the things he’d like to change if he is

Lt. Gov. Gavin
Newsom on
Friday said
limits on
ammunition
sales would
be a “game
changer.”
Newsom spoke
at the Graton
Resort & Casino
outside Rohnert
Park.
ALVIN JORNADA / THE PRESS DEMOCRAT
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ROHNERT PARK » City finalizes vision for urban core, but it
may clash with developer’s plan for former State Farm site

Devising a downtown

Trump
incites
new fears
for GOP
Some see front-runner
as zombie candidate:
Damaged, unstoppable
By ALEXANDER BURNS
NEW YORK TIMES

CHRISTOPHER CHUNG / THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

TRANSIT HUB: Abraham Contreras of Ghilotti Construction covers exposed rebar with wood Friday at a Sonoma-Marin Area Rail Transit platform under construction
near Rohnert Park Expressway in Rohnert Park. Under plans outlined by city officials, the commuter train station will be at the heart of the city’s new downtown.
By DEREK MOORE
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

R

ohnert Park’s leaders have formally
outlined a vision for a bona fide
downtown in a city that’s struggled
for decades to identify its central hub.
Following three years of targeted planning, the City Council signed off recently
on general plan and zoning changes to
guide development in a 330-acre area that
encompasses the envisioned city center.
“Finally, after 20 years, we’re getting to
the point where we believe we will be able to
create a downtown where people will want
to shop and walk around,” Jake Mackenzie,
the city‘s vice mayor, said this week.

The triangular-shaped development
area is south of Golf Course Drive, west
of the railroad tracks, east of Highway 101
and north of Avram Avenue and Santa
Alicia Drive. Its heart is a commuter rail
station being built along Rohnert Park
Expressway east of Highway 101 to accommodate Sonoma-Marin Area Rail Transit
Authority trains that are scheduled to begin service later this year, and the former
State Farm complex, which is being eyed
for housing and commercial development.
One of the general plan changes
approved by the City Council allows for
State Farm Drive to be shrunk from four
lanes to two between the expressway and
Enterprise Drive to accommodate more

downtown parking, bicycle lanes and
wider sidewalks.
That’s among many proposed changes
designed to make the nascent downtown
area more pedestrian-friendly.
Mayor Gina Belforte said the overall
concept, which is formally known as the
Central Rohnert Park Priority Development Area Plan, has “all the things we
need.”
However, the plan is not without controversy, including ongoing debate over the
ideal mix of commercial, retail and housing development that should be included
downtown — with apparently conflicting

Donald Trump, who in recent
days has mocked a political opponent’s wife, defended a campaign aide arrested on a charge
of assault and suggested punishing women who terminate pregnancies, may have surrendered
any remaining chance to rally
Republicans strongly around
him before the
party’s
July
convention in
Cleveland.
At a moment
when a more
traditional
f ro n t - r u n n e r
might
have
sought to ease
Donald
divisions withTrump
in his party and
turn his atten- INSIDE
tion to the general
election, ■ Clinton, Sanders
Trump
has clash over fossil
only intensified fuel cash / A6
his slash-and- ■ Obama blasts
burn, no-apol- Trump on foreign
ogies approach policy / B2
to the campaign.
“He should have started uniting the party in March,” said
Henry Barbour, a Republican
National Committee member
from Mississippi who previously supported Sen. Marco Rubio
of Florida, “and he is making it
harder on himself.”
Republicans who once worried that Trump might gain
overwhelming momentum in
the primaries are now becoming preoccupied with a different grim prospect: that Trump
might become a kind of zombie
candidate — damaged beyond
the point of repair, but too late
for any of his rivals to stop him.
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400,000 strong, drones worry Pentagon
By W.J. HENNIGAN
LOS ANGELES TIMES

The Pentagon, the world’s largest
user of drones, has posted signs stating a new policy outside the mammoth
five-sided building: No Drone Zone.
The signs, complete with a red slash
through an image of a quadcopter
drone, reflect America’s growing concern about the proliferation of the
small, inexpensive remote-controlled
devices and the risk they pose to safety, security and privacy.
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Federal law prohibits flying a drone
anywhere in and around Washington,
an area known as the National Capital Region. Other communities and
institutions across the country are
wrestling with the potential threat
from more than 400,000 private and
commercial drones now registered to
operate in the skies.
Under the law, hobbyists and commercial users must keep unmanned
aircraft below 400 feet and refrain
from flying within five miles of an
airport to avoid endangering manned
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aircraft. With a maximum weight of
55 pounds, even a recreational drone
could disable a jet flying hundreds of
miles per hour.
“Introduction of unmanned aircraft into America’s airspace must
take place incrementally and with the
interest of safety first,” said Laura J.
Brown, spokeswoman for the Federal
Aviation Administration.
But some drone operators regularly
ignore or flout the law.
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SR UPSETS MARIA CARRILLO: Panthers’ boys
and girls teams defeat swimming powerhouse
Pumas at North Bay League meet / C1
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A no-drone sign stands outside the Pentagon, where
an official termed drones “an emerging threat.”
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